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	Are you an IT professional involved in deploying the iPhone and or iPad in your company or organization? Do you have fellow employees who are eager to use their iPhones and iPads for work? Then this is the book for you. Enterprise iPhone and iPad Administrator’s Guide provides step-by-step instructions on how to deploy and integrate the iPhone within a range of professional environmentsâ?"from large businesses and educational institutions to medium-sized offices. This book ensures that the process is achieved in a streamlined, efficient, and cost-effective manner.


	The guide begins with an introduction to basic deployment concerns, then moves into actual methods and tools that you can use to streamline the deployment process. Next, an in-depth discussion of configuration and provisional profiles helps you deliver solid device setup, security, and adherence to organization policies. Finally, you’ll learn how to use existing help desk teams to provide effective user support. Also included is coverage of the latest iPhone- and iPad-specific enterprise technologies (such as push notification and calendaring tools) as well as internal iPhone and iPad applications and web-based solutions for businesses.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Activate and deploy the iPhone and iPad (and iTunes if it will serve as a sync conduit for users).
	
		Use the iPhone and iPad built-in client management capabilities.
	
		Support iPhone- and iPad-specific services both inside and outside of a private network, provisioning security profiles and applications to users.
	
		Provide effective user support, both in the office and in the field.



	Who this book is for


	This book is intended for IT staff members that will be charged with planning an iPhone and ipad implementation or pilot program, as well as those that will be charged with ultimately deploying and provisioning the devices and delivering support to iPhone and iPad users. Readers should have an existing background in IT management, systems administration, and end user support working in a medium to large business or enterprise environment.
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Data Quality (The Kluwer International Series on Advances in Database Systems Volume 23)Springer, 2001
Data Quality provides an expose of research and practice in the data quality field for technically oriented readers. It is based on the research conducted at the MIT Total Data Quality Management (TDQM) program and work from other leading research institutions. This book is intended primarily for researchers, practitioners, educators and graduate...
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Magnetic Resonance TomographySpringer, 2007

	With an incredible 2400 illustrations, and written by a multitude of international experts, this book provides a comprehensive overview of both the physics and the clinical applications of MRI, including practical guidelines for imaging. The authors define the importance of MRI in the diagnosis of several disease groups in comparison or...
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Medical Ethics Today: The BMA's Handbook of Ethics and LawBMJ Books, 2012

	This is your source for authoritative and comprehensive guidance from the British Medical Association (BMA) Medical Ethics Department covering both routine and highly contentious medico-legal issues faced by health care professionals. The new edition updates the information from both the legal and ethical perspectives and reflects...
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The Debian System: Concepts and TechniquesNo Starch Press, 2005
The Debian GNU/Linux operating system approaches Linux system administration differently than other popular Linux distributions, favoring text-based configuration mechanisms over graphical user interfaces (GUIs). Debian may appear simplistic and even slightly outdated, but it is actually very robust, scalable, and secure. Debian's open development...
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Designing Data Visualizations: Representing Informational RelationshipsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Data visualization is an efficient and effective medium for communicating large amounts of information, but the design process can often seem like an unexplainable creative endeavor. This concise book aims to demystify the design process by showing you how to use a linear decision-making process to encode your information...
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Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2000

	We are deluged by data—scientific data, medical data, demographic data, financial
	data, and marketing data. People have no time to look at this data. Human
	attention has become a precious resource. So, we must find ways to automatically
	analyze the data, to automatically classify it, to automatically summarize it, to...
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